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Abstract
The basic principles of meta-modelling are now well established for individual models. Activities
such as the MOF QVT [5] are now extending these principles to transformation between models.
However, meta-model incompatibilities between transformations reduce opportunities for eﬀective
re-use, hindering wide scale adoption. We introduce a pattern, the Side Transformation Pattern,
that arises naturally as transformations are made re-usable, and present a series of examples that
show how its use can bring clarity and robustness to complex transformation problems.
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1 Introduction
Transformation is often presented as a complete activity. This impression
is particularly prevalent in today’s ‘MDA-compliant’ tools, which perform
a one-stage rewrite of source (Platform Independent Model) concepts into
target (Platform Speciﬁc Model) concepts. Such an approach has no explicit
Platform Model as required by the Model Driven Architecture [4], and oﬀers
little opportunity for evolution through progressive transformation.
Where a single stage approach satisﬁes the user’s requirements, it can oﬀer
dramatic improvements in productivity, for example in code generator tem-
plates that produce Java or C++ source text directly from UML graphical
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models. Too often however, the one-stage approach inhibits a proper sepa-
ration of diﬀerent programming concerns. The result is a lack of ﬂexibility
and visibility in the transformation process, leading to poor opportunities for
enhancement or re-use.
Once transformation is viewed as a multi-stage programming discipline,
traditional software engineering issues such as modularity and re-use arise.
In the context of transformations, re-use is hampered by incompatibilities
between the meta-models in use.
If a transformation-driven approach with the richness required by many
diﬀerent user applications is to be widely accepted, both engineering issues and
programming concerns must be addressed in the translation of increasingly
abstract source representations to a variety of diﬀerent platforms.
We are interested in transforming Domain Speciﬁc Visual Languages
(DSVL) that specify required computations and communications into eﬃcient
executable code. The executable code may be either C or VHDL, depending
on whether the target platform is sequential or concurrent in nature. Many
distinct transformations are required - some that resolve graphical abstrac-
tions and instantiation hierarchy can be shared by both targets, others, such
as establishing a sequential schedule or synchronising concurrent execution,
are very target dependent. The complete set of transformations is much too
complicated to express as a single pass, and many, such as state machine
synthesis, overlap with more conventional functionality.
We therefore look to an approach that involves many small transforma-
tions, each dealing with a single aspect of the problem, such that relevant
transformations extracted from a large library of re-usable transformations
can be exploited to build an apparently custom composite with few truly
custom contributions. Such an approach also oﬀers great advantages in the
validation of the complete transformation, control of the transformation code
base, and the transfer of system knowledge.
Even within the UML to Java world, we see beneﬁts in using this approach
to progressively realise the more abstract UML constructs into simple Object
Oriented concepts, which are then reiﬁed within the limitations of the Java
meta-model before the ﬁnal conversion to text. Such a progression can readily
evolve to accommodate additional Domain Speciﬁc Visual concepts at the
start, alternate Object Oriented perspectives in the middle, or specialised
code metrics at the end.
In this paper, we ﬁrst present a transformation pattern that recurs as we
seek to make our transformations modular and re-usable. These are essential
features for a successful MDA [3]. We then outline three diﬀerent examples
of the pattern in our compilation system. The third example comprises three
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distinct invocations of the pattern demonstrating how the pattern may be
composed sequentially, concurrently and recursively.
If a transformation is to be re-usable there are three possibilities
• standardise the meta-model on which the transformation operates
• translate the transformation to the custom meta-model
• translate to and from transformation-speciﬁc meta-models.
Standardising the meta-model is not practical, since it is unlikely that any
future version of UML will be suﬃciently lightweight for typical usage yet
ﬂexible enough for all.
Translating the transformation may be the best option. But we must wait
until tools evolve to support transformations on transformations, and until
our transformations for re-use are written in transformable languages. QVT
looks very promising here.
Projecting the relevant elements of the custom meta-model into the trans-
formation domain is practical now, and may allow optimisation in the future.
This approach forms the basis of the Side Transformation Pattern; a pattern
that, analogously to a side calculation, performs some subsidiary action in
order to make overall progress.
We use a pattern form [2] in order to provide a clear concise exposition
of the problem, context, forces and solution. As such, the aim is to capture
expertise, rather than to claim any great novelty. Many readers will surely
recognise the approach, and, like the authors, may regret that they had not
always had the discipline or tools to apply the pattern more often.
2 The Side Transformation Pattern
Context
You are designing or programming an application. You encounter the need
for a transformation that solves a recurring or complex problem. You ﬁnd that
re-use requires variation in the diﬀerent input or output meta-models.
The monolithic solution to this problem demonstrates this context and a
way of extending UML to support describe transformations.
In Figure 1 (based on the proposed UMLX notation [6]) rectangles use
UML class instance notation to show models and their meta-models, lozenges
denote transformation instances, and pointed rectangles identify the input and
output ports of the overall transformation component. The arrows show the
‘data’ ﬂow of models between ports, models and transformations.
Note that although both input and output are shown as instances of Model,
each comes from a diﬀerent package, and so may be radically diﬀerent.
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Fig. 1. A Monolithic Transformation.
Problem
How do you make your transform re-usable and modular?
Forces
Monolithic implementation of the transformation avoids complexity.
Monolithic implementation couples the solution to the business rules and
meta-models. This may create problems by:
• inhibiting re-use in other applications
• inhibiting re-use with other meta-models
• inhibiting re-use with other business-rules
A solution to the recurring problem may be available from another pro-
gramming domain.
The transformation may build on existing transformations.
Solution
Isolate the solution to the recurring problem from the surrounding appli-
cation in a side transformation (Figure 2).
The solution involves four activities:
1 Fork. The incoming instance of Model from the ApplicationInputMM
(meta-model) is made available to two separate transformation paths,
one for the side transformation and another for the eventual merge.
2 Project. A view of the Model instance from ApplicationInputMM is cre-
ated that extracts the salient information from the application and ex-
presses it as an instance of Model from the solver’s ProblemMM.
3 Solve. The re-usable solution is applied to transform the problem ex-
pressed as an instance of Model from the solver’s ProblemMM into an
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Fig. 2. Side Transformation Pattern.
instance of Model from the solver’s SolutionMM.
4 Merge. The second copy of the incoming instance of Model from
ApplicationInputMM is updated or rewritten to incorporate the results
of the side transformation resulting in an instance of Model from the
ApplicationOutputMM.
(Note that the instance of Model from each meta-model represents the root
of the meta-model instantiation, and that each meta-model may be completely
independent. There may therefore be four diﬀerent Model classes.)
Resulting Context
Separate meta-models are associated with the input and output of the
re-usable solver. The solver is therefore independent of the application.
The Project transformation is responsible for creating the problem view.
The stimuli from the business rules are therefore isolated in a separate module.
The Solve transformation is independent and re-usable.
The Merge transformation is responsible for interpreting the solution.
The responses to the business rules are again isolated in a separate module.
Variations
Meta-models may be re-used; each pair of ProblemMM, SolutionMM and
ApplicationInputMM, ApplicationOutputMM meta-models may be the same
or derived from a shared core meta-model.
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Fig. 3. Conﬂated actor hierarchy.
The pattern may be applied recursively, with Project, Solve and Merge as
further instances of the pattern.
The pattern may be applied concurrently with multiple Solves contributing
to a more complicated Merge.
3 Example 1: Type Inference Constraints
In our ﬁrst example we consider a compilation stage for a DSVL that deﬁnes
a system as a connection of components. The important parts of the model
are
• actors - components that encapsulate their scheduling
• ports - the communication interfaces of actors
• connections - the communication paths between ports
The model is hierarchical, so at some hierarchical level within an actor
deﬁnition (AD), we may have connections between the port deﬁnitions (PD)
of the deﬁned actor and port instances (PI) of the actor instances (AI) instan-
tiated within the deﬁned actor.
In order to make this example accessible to a wider audience, we use UML
2.0 activity diagram notation rather than a DSVL for Figure 3. Actor in-
stances are therefore shown as activities (rounded rectangles), whose external
port (instances) are shown as pins (small rectangles) and internal port (deﬁ-
nitions) are shown as parameters (large rectangles).
Figure 3 conﬂates two levels of structural hierarchy to highlight the hier-
archical nature of instantiation. The outer actor deﬁnition AD0, comprises
instances AI1 and AI2 of AD1 and AD2, each of which has a single port PD1
and PD2 respectively instantiated as PI1 and PI2. AD1 and AD2 in turn
instantiate AD3 and AD4. A single connection traverses the hierarchy from
PI3 of PD3, via C1 to PI1 of PD1, via C0 to PI2 of PD2, and via C2 to
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Fig. 4. Constraint solution meta-model.
PI4 of PD4.
In order to generate code for such a system, it is important to know proper-
ties such as the type of each port and each connection. It is clearly undesirable
for the programmer to have to deﬁne the type at each of the 11 nodes, so we
can exploit the constraint that the type must be consistent at all nodes to
infer missing declarations, and to validate redundant declarations.
Within each level of hierarchy we have a constraint for the connections:
TPI1 = TC0 = TPI2, TPI3 = TC1 = TPD1, TPD2 = TC2 = TPI4
(where TC0 denotes the type of connection C0), and between hierarchical levels
we have:
TPD1 = TPI1, TPD2 = TPI2, TPD3 = TPI3, TPD4 = TPI4
and at some point we may have e.g.
TPD3 = INTEGER
These constraints may be readily expressed as instances of the meta-model
shown in Figure 4. The Model comprises Constraints that require each
of their Terms to be compatible. A Literal enforces a speciﬁc value such
as INTEGER. An Equality associates a free variable such as TC0. The
problem therefore involves many constraints that (hopefully) intersect at a
term.equals.
The result is an instance of the input meta-model that satisﬁes the in-
put/output requirement that each distinct incoming term element appears in
the output exactly once, and that each pair of term elements that share a
common parent in the input also share a parent in the output.
Practical implementation of these type inference algorithms requires awk-
ward recursive traversal up and down the design hierarchy. A monolithic
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implementation therefore results in a complicated solution that is very tightly
coupled to the design meta-model, with little opportunity for re-use. How-
ever, the Side Transformation Pattern allows encapsulation of each of these
separate concerns, easing implementation and maintenance:
• The ApplicationInputMM is as required.
• The Project transformation creates the system of type (in)equalities from
the input meta-model.
• The ProblemMM is as shown in Figure 4.
• The Solve reduces the system of (in)equalities into a list of unique types.
• The SolutionMM is as shown in Figure 4, with an additional prohibition on
multiple Term parents.
• The Merge annotates each node in the original design with its inferred type.
• The ApplicationOutputMM is the same as the input, except that all optional
type related attributes have been resolved.
The type solver is now decoupled, and combines elements together with-
out concern for the hierarchical complexities of the DSL or the semantic
validity of the solution. The semantic interpretation of an unresolved con-
straint (a constraint without a term.literal) or a conﬂicting constraint (a
constraint with more than one distinct term.literal) is resolved as part
of the merge of the solution back into the original model.
4 Example 2: Common Feature Elimination
Common Sub-expression Elimination is a standard compiler optimisation that
seeks to eliminate repeated computations by caching and re-using the result
of a single computation. The optimisation can be applied more generally in a
modelling context so we refer to feature rather than sub-expression elimina-
tion.
A naive implementation of such an optimisation could incur quadratic
complexity over the full model as an outer search identiﬁes each candidate for
elimination, and as an inner search identiﬁes duplicates.
A more eﬃcient implementation uses the Side Transformation Pattern.
• A linear complexity Project transformation builds an instance of a
ProblemMM, which identiﬁes all the candidates.
• The Solve transformation builds a smaller instance of the SolutionMM iden-
tifying the common features.
• A linear complexity Merge transformation rewrites the input to exploit the
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Fig. 5. Example ﬂow graph.
common features.
Separation of the three Project, Solve and Merge transformations isolates
the three distinct activities, provides an opportunity to share the Solve trans-
formation, and results in near linear complexity (if a suitable hashing algo-
rithm is used by the Solve transformation).
5 Example 3: Synchronisation Barrier Insertion
Our third example concerns automatic placement of synchronisation barriers
within a repetitive computation deﬁned by a ﬂow graph. Figure 5 provides an
example, with rectangles encapsulating a nested (hierarchical) computation,
thick bars denoting synchronisation barriers and directed arrows showing the
data ﬂow.
(This graph demonstrates a DSVL. An equivalent UML activity diagram
would require each actor rectangle to be elaborated by an activity with pins
such that all inputs are synchronised, and all outputs synchronised. The
synchronisation barrier must similarly be elaborated by a null activity with
synchronised inputs, and synchronised outputs.)
Each synchronisation barrier captures its input at the end of one compu-
tation cycle and propagates it at the start of the next. The barriers therefore
ensure that the {I,J ,K} inputs and {P ,Q} outputs constitute coherent tuples.
During one complete evaluation the inputs I, J , K and the current states
of the sub-processes A, B, C, D are used to compute the outputs P and
Q and the new states of A, B, C, D. The precedence constraints (data
dependencies) in the ﬂow graph require A to compute before B and C (which
may compute in parallel). B and C in turn compute before D completes the
overall computation.
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Fig. 6. Example pipelined ﬂow graph.
The peak computation rate is determined by the slowest path: a directed
route through the computation graph starting at, and ending at, a synchro-
nisation barrier. There are ﬁve such paths in Figure 5, of which clearly one
of the two paths from J to Q is slowest, so the computation time in the ex-
ample is tmax = tA + max(tB + tC) + tD where tD is the computation time of
node D, and tmax is the worst case computation time. In a naive implementa-
tion, this computation time would limit the maximum throughput to 1/tmax
computations per second.
However, since our target platform provides separate resources (paral-
lelism) for each of A, B, C and D, a higher throughput can be achieved
by introducing additional barriers so that {A}, {B,C} and {D} are computed
during successive execution cycles. Successful implementation of this requires
the introduction of the seven further barriers (R, S, T , U , V , W and X) as
shown in Figure 6.
The number of barriers to insert on each data ﬂow is often obvious for
simple designs such as Figure 5. However, the problem becomes more diﬃcult
when complex dependencies arise, such as a need to insert further barriers
within C. A fully automated solution is very desirable.
A valid solution satisﬁes the constraints:
• each path satisﬁes the speciﬁed throughput
• coherent inputs and outputs remain coherent
An ‘optimum’ solution may require compromises between:
• the costs of inserted barriers
• design margin for the speciﬁed throughput
• minimum delay at the outputs
It is not appropriate to elaborate the algorithm details here. Suﬃce it to
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Fig. 7. Synchronisation barrier insertion.
say that the solution can be captured by a set of integers that specify how
many cycles late each actor computes, and that the problem can be represented
by a set of inequalities that must be satisﬁed by these integers.
The solution is established recursively, so that the synchronisation barriers
required by inner actors are resolved and accommodated by the solution for
outer actors. The solution for a single recursion uses three instances of the
Side Transformation Pattern of Figure 2.
The top level, shown in Figure 7, projects out a meta-model instance that
focuses on the ﬂow-graph details. This is then fed to two diﬀerent solvers. One
identiﬁes constant paths for which synchronisation barriers are redundant,
and the other identiﬁes the necessary delays on each non-constant path. The
results of these two analyses control the subsequent rewrite of the input model
incorporating the required synchronisation barriers.
Each of the solvers is also an instance of the Side Transformation Pattern.
The invariant path analysis is comparatively simple and so uses a degen-
erate form of the pattern with the same meta-model throughout and con-
sequently a null Project transform. The Merge merely adds an is-constant
attribute to selected ﬂow-graph nodes.
The phase analysis is more sophisticated and fully exploits the Side Trans-
formation Pattern in a similar way to the ﬁrst example. The Project transform
creates a system of inequalities describing the system constraints for the solver
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to act on. The Solve is based on PIP [1] the Parametric Integer Programming
solver. This generates its own output meta-model describing the solution.
The results are again merged by annotating the ﬂow-graph model.
The ﬁnal barrier insertion Merge now has two models to combine with
the design model from the original Fork. The Merge is a design rewriter that
inserts synchronisation barriers into non-constant paths in the computation
graph. The input and output meta-models are identical, however the output
has been optimally pipelined on a global basis to satisfy the required compu-
tation throughput.
Once again the pattern enables independent solvers to be used, in this
case an in-house invariant path identiﬁcation algorithm, but more impor-
tantly a highly optimised generic solver with proprietary input and output
meta-models (C structures) from a third-party. The use of a high-level Side
Transformation to encapsulate the two solvers and merge their results isolates
each of; the mechanism for solving the problem, the description of the design
that contains the problem, and the ﬁnal application of the solution to that
design.
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7 Conclusion
We have shown how a particular pattern of fork, projection, computation
and merge enables a collection of re-usable transformations to be eﬀectively
combined into a larger composite transformation. This Side Transformation
Pattern promotes encapsulation and isolation of a solver from the application
meta-model and its attendant business rules.
The introduction of this pattern and its degenerate forms can also assist in
the formal description of transformation processes by clearly deﬁning bound-
aries where re-use, validation, and optimisation are possible.
As examples, we have described parts of a Model Driven compilation sys-
tem that converts from a visual representation of a system to executable code
for a variety of platforms by the use of many small progressive transformations
based on the pattern. In doing so, we have demonstrated that the pattern is
scalable and self-consistent, and that the four major operational phases iden-
tiﬁed in this pattern concisely describe fundamental transformation activities,
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aiding general discussion of transformation behaviour.
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